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PRODUCTION INFORMATION  
“WEIGHTLESS” 

  
A new work for 6/7 performers by Yael Flexer to celebrate the company’s 20th 
Anniversary  
 
 
About the company 
 

Led by Jerwood Award winning choreographer Yael Flexer (formally Bedlam Dance Company) and digital artist, 
Nic Sandiland, the company creates live dance work and digital installations alongside an extensive 
programme of professional development and participatory activities. 
 
Yael and Nic’s work centres on the generation of a sense of intimacy in live performance and digital 
installation, in a way which acknowledges the physicality and presence of the viewer. Live works often 
incorporate digital technology and live music and carry Yael’s recognisable choreographic stamp of witty text 
and humour combined with fast-paced and intricate movement. The company’s digital work considers both the 
movement contained within the work and the movement of the viewer as an inter-related part of the 
choreographic whole. Live work is suitable for small to middle scale theatres and installations have been sited in 
galleries, outdoor and indoor public spaces, shop fronts, theatre & studio settings. The company also responds 
to bespoke commissions to create live work for outdoor spaces. These often incorporate a community and/or 
participatory element. 
 

 
“The Living Room is witty without being contrived, sweet without being cloying, and clever without being po-faced”.  

LondonDance.com on previous work The Living Room  
 
 
 

Image by Chris Nash 
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Concept for Weightless 
 

Weightless, carries Yael Flexer's recognisable stamp of witty text and humour combined with fast-paced, 
space-hungry movement and a driving musical score by Israeli cellist/singer Karni Postel and composer Dougie 
Evans. A collaboration with Nic Sandiland, Weightless will also feature a multiplicity of sound objects: 
disembodied voices that immerse both audience and performers. 
 

Created with the company's 20th celebration in mind, Weightless, in a tongue in cheek way, references its own 
historical position. It questions the ‘weight’ of history, both personal and aesthetic: what is it that roots us down 
physically and psychically?   
 

Weightless wonders what it might feel like to let go or take flight. As the performers attempt to ‘get on with the 
show,’ their meaningful glances, their mutual teasing and asides to the audience subvert the choreography and 
unsettle their choreographer - who is desperately trying to keep things under control from the wings. 
 
Choreographic aesthetic 
 

This work draws on Nic and Yael’s recent digital installation Gravity Shift.  Created using a robotic flight 
simulator to challenge the dancers and viewers’ experience of gravity, the work sought to extend the 
choreographic potential of a moving body in new and intriguing ways.  
 

In Weightless, Yael is interested to capture this concept in a work that weaves choreographic intricacy and 
sophistication with an informal and inviting intimacy. Her aesthetic is rooted in the exploration of the space 
in-between performance and the everyday; the ways in which performers are also viewed as ‘people’ forming 
their own identities on stage, regardless of their virtuosic ability.  
 

Weightless will involve an intelligent and idiosyncratic movement 
language and a multi-directional patterning of fast-paced solo, duet 
and group composition, normally associated with a ‘pure dance’ 
aesthetic. Alongside this, the work will feature confessional, wry 
and subversive text, that reveal nuggets of autobiographical 
information about the performers, the choreographer and the 
making of the show.  
 
As such, the work invites the audience into a dialogue with the 
dancers in a way that considers not only what is ‘on show’ but also 
what is hidden. 

 
Digital element to the performance (and beyond) 
 

Yael and Nic are working with new digital technologies and projection in this live show. During the show speaker 
are moved round the space, each containing a disembodied voice, sometimes that of the director, sometimes 
one of the performers. These ephemeral and weightless voices interact with the live performers engaging them 
in a playful yet strangely subversive dialogue. 
 

Variations of these elements designed for a one-to-one personal encounter will appear on part of the 
smartphone App which will exist in parallel with the live performance. The App will be freely downloadable, and 
advertised as a pre and post experience to the show. It will also feature an educational element for dance 
students and practitioners. 
 
 
Practical information 
 

Technical   Same day get in (pre-rig before the company’s arrival) 
    Minimum performance space 8m x 10m 
 

Touring party (10 people) 6 dancers  1 Artistic Director 
    1 musician (tbc)  2 Technicians 
        

Performance fees  Available on request 
 

Additional performance(s) The company also has its previous work The Living Room available and is 
open to discuss presenting both works as part of a performance package. 

 
 

Fees are negotiable and the company will do what it can to accommodate promoters’/presenters’ budgets. 
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Wrap around activity 
 

The company offers an extensive package of professional development opportunities and participatory activities 
as well as opportunities to programme digital works alongside live performances.  
Pre/post show discussions are also offered as part of the performance fee giving audiences a deeper 
understanding of the work. Please contact the company for full details. 
 
Credits  Choreography  Yael Flexer 
   Digital Artist  Nic Sandiland 
   Writer   Wendy Houstoun 
   Dramaturg/Director Gary Stevens 
   Music   Karni Postel 
       Dougie Evans 
   Lighting   Michael Mannion 
   Production/Technical Chris Copland 
   Dancers   Lyndsey McConville, Aya Kobayashi, KJ Lawson 
       Hannah Martin, Luke Birch & George Adams 
 
Biographies 
 
Yael Flexer 
 

Under the direction of Yael Flexer, Bedlam Dance Company created contemporary dance for over 15 years. 
Originally formed by Yael as Choreographer in Residence at The Place Theatre, London, the company has 
toured small to middle scale live works throughout the UK and internationally. Bedlam was commissioned to 
create live and/or interactive works for among others: Sadler’s Wells, Woking Dance Festival, The South Bank 
Centre, The Arts Depot, London, The Engine Room, Somerset and, Dies de Dansa, (Barcelona, Spain).  
 
Commissions as an independent artist include: E-Werk Tanz Festival (Freiburg, Germany), Ludus Dance 
Company, Edge, London Contemporary Dance School, Gravity & Levity, Scottish Dance Theatre, Laban 
Centre, Influx & Loop Dance Companies. 2010-12 commissions and live works include The Living Room for 
YFNS, touring nationally and internationally, What if for Ludus Dance Company, Not About Love for Lila Dance 
Company, Vortex for Cascade Dance Company and the interactive installation Points of View, for The Barbican 
Centre, London. Yael regularly leads choreographic Labs, workshops and professional training in the UK and 
internationally including: Movement 12, Independent Dance & Greenwich Dance, Swindon Dance, Attakalari 
Centre/Facets, India, Dansens Hus, Denmark, Bewegungs Arts & Potsdam Fabrik, Germany, and Suzanne 
Dellal and The Tel-Aviv Dance Centre, Israel. Yael has been awarded a bursary from The University of 
Chichester towards an MPhil/PhD practice-based research which she completed in 2012 and also co-directs 
mapdance, the University’s postgraduate touring company 
 
Flexer & Sandiland 
 

In 2009, Yael joined forces with long-term collaborator and digital artist Nic Sandiland to present a range of work 
under the banner Dance and Digital Works. The collaboration highlights their work as established independent 
artists and presents their unique approach to dance collaboration, presentation and participation. 
 
The company works with a wide range of partners including dance, visual arts, new media, educational and 
non-arts based organisations as well as other artists. Events are curated with partners in a way that responds to 
local needs and aspirations creating a context for the presentation of the work. Organisations can choose to 
present existing works or commission new works. Live work can be adapted for unusual spaces or made site-
specifically. Installations are made especially for galleries or areas of public through flow (both indoor and 
outdoor). Both Nic and Yael lead workshops and masterclasses for youth and community participants as well as 
mentoring other artists and professionals. This enables promoters and organisations to engage with their dance 
and visual arts communities by developing audiences in this unique way. 
 
The Company has been funded by The Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts and works in 
partnership with key organisations including: South East Dance, University of Chichester, Middlesex University, 
Landsdown Centre for Electronic Art, The Point, Swindon Dance, Surrey University, Woking Dance Festival, 
Bewegungs Art, Freiburg, Germany, West Sussex County Council, Sadler’s Wells, Greenwich Dance & The 
Place - London. 
 
 

For more information contact Joe Bates on 020 7724 1616 or email joe@mortonbates.com 


